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The term alpenglÃ¼hn, or alpenglow, refers to the purple light that can often be seen on the tops of

mountains, a spectacularly beautiful natural phenomenon. But in this magnificent volume of

photographs, itâ€™s not only the Alps that are glowing in warm translucent light, but the girls also. Is

this for real? It seems these strikingly pretty creatures have climbed up steep hills and hiked through

meadows only to cast off their dirndls with enthusiastic aplomb. Well, Stefan SÃ¶ll knows exactly

how to turn such fantasies into reality. HeÂ celebrates the natural beauty of alpine flora and fauna,

using theÂ mountains where Germany, Austria, and Switzerland meet as his setting. His studio in

Friedrichshafen on the Bodensee is in the perfect location from which to start these photographic

excursions.
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It is too bad that  only provides a five-star rating capability for this item, because I would be more

than ready to rate it a SIX! This book is an absolute masterwork; a lush collection of photographic

work and a dazzling showcase for extraordinary alpine shooting locations and equally extraordinary

female models.There are some truly Fantastik Frauleins here; every one of them more than the

equal of the typical Playboy Playmate, or Sports Illustrated or Victoria's Secret supermodel. They

are dazzlers all. These are truly World Class beauties and if there was a category for such

loveliness in Olympic competition, there'd be Gold Medals being handed out all around to this

bunch. These girls are voluptuous, but there are NO "Brunhildes" here. These aren't built like Grand

Opera singers! These foxes are lithe, supple, and SVELT. One look at the lot of them and, if you are



a red-blooded heterosexual male, you likely WON'T turn into a werewolf, but you sure might damn

well be ready to go out and howl at the moon!I opened this volume and fell instantly and irrevocably

in love (and lust!) with Susann---the very first of Stefan Soell's nubile nymphs my eyes beheld.

THEN I fell instantly and irrevocably in love (and lust!) with Corinna!!! Like Elvis Presley in "G.I.

Blues", I might not have a wooden HEART,but I had to really wonder if something else might not be

going wooden on me!Then I saw and went gah-gah over Rose! Then with Ivory Flame! Then

Denisa! And with Sujatha! And Jana! And Julia! And Anke! And Lia! Alexa! Anna!Lorena! Katy!

Mabelle! Ariel! Kinga! Nicolette! Jade!Elisa!Andrea! Iva! Niki! Alison! Saskia! Estella! And if I have

forgotten anybody then JUST SHOOT ME!
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